PRE LOVED UNIFORMS

Terms and Conditions

1. Pre Loved blazers, skirts and boaters must be dry cleaned all other items must be laundered prior to presentation to the Shop.

2. Pre Loved items are held by the Shop on consignment for twelve months. Sales are reconciled monthly and will be credited your school account for current students; for past students to their nominated bank account.

3. The selling price of Pre Loved items is approximately 50% of the full retail price unless otherwise nominated by the Shop.

4. Owners of Pre Loved items that are not sold after twelve months will notified via txt message. If items are not collected within two weeks they will be placed in the Charity Bin.

5. Items not accepted Pre Loved sale are
   - Swimwear,
   - Socks,
   - Sports caps,
   - Scarves and gloves,
   - Shoes
   - Previous Pre Loved items.

6. The Shop reserves the right to Decline for sale Pre Loved Uniforms that are
   - Stained, soiled or faded
   - Are damaged i.e. holes or tears
   - Have been altered – skirts taken up more than one hem length
   - Items that have not been laundered.